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Abstract. From a number of linear prediction parametric representations each of which furnishes equivalent information about 
the linear predictor, the cepstrai coefficients representation is known to provide the best speech recognition performance. Since 
the cepstral coefficients of a stable all-pole filter are inversely proportional to their quefrencies, these coefficients are multipled 
by their respective quef~ encies. The quefrency-weighted cepstrai coefficients (also known as the root-power sums) are studied 
as to their effectiveness in a vowel recognition experiment and found to perform better than the cepstral coefficients with a 
Euclidean distance measure. 

Zusammenfassung. Von mehreren Parameterdarstellungen der linearen Pr~idiktion, die alle jeweils iiquivalente Information 
fiber den linearen Priidiktor liefern, gibt bekanntlich die Darstellung dutch cepstrale Koeffizienten die besten Ergebnisse bei 
der Spracherkennung. Da die Cepstrum-Koeffizienten eines stabilen Nur-Pole-Filters umgekehrt proportional zu ihren 
Quefrenzen sind, werden diese Koeffizienten mit ihren jeweiligen Quefrenzen multipliziert. Die quefrenzgewichteten 
Cepstrum-Koeffizienten (auch als Wurzel-Potenz-Summen bekannt) werden auf ihre Effektivit~it in einem Vokalerkennung- 
sexperiment untersucht. Es zeigt sich, dass sie mit einem euklidischen Abstandsmass bessere Ergebnisse liefern als die 

Cepstrum-Koeffizienten. 

R6sum6. Parmi un certain nombre de repr6sentations param6triques 6quivalentes de la pr6dection lin6aire, la representation 
par coefficients du cepstre est reconnue comme fournissant les meiileures performances en reconaissance de ia parole. Comme 
les coefficients cepstraux d'un filtre tout p61e sont inversement proportionnels /L leurs qu6fr6quences, ces coefficients sont 
multipli6s par leur qu6fr~quence respective. Les coefficients cepstraux pond6r6s en qu6fr6quence sont 6tudi6s en fonction de 
leur efficacit6 dans une exp6rience de reconnaissance de voyelles. II est montr6 que leurs performances sont sup6rieures/l celles 

des coefficients cepstraux non pond6r6s. 
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1. Introduction filter are inversely proportional to their quefren- 
cies [6], these coefficients are multiplied in the 

In an earlier paper [1], we experimentally corn- present paper by their respective quefrencies. We 
pared a number of linear prediction parametric shall study the performance of the quefrency- 
representations as to their vowel recognition per- weighted cepstral coefficients (also known as the 
formance. Though each of these parametric repre- root-power sums [7]) in a vowel recognition task 
sentation provided equivalent information about and compare their performance with that of the 
the ~near predictor, the performance of the cepstral cepstral coefficients. 
coefficients representation was found to be the 
best in the vowel recognition task. Similar results 
were obtained by Pfeifer [2] and Atal [3] in a 2. Data acquisition and preprocessing 
speaker recognition task and by Ichikawa et al. [4] 
and Stella [5] in a word recognition task. The speech data consists of 900 utterances con- 

Since the cepstral coefficient of a stable all-pole raining 30 repetitions of 10 different /b/-vowel-  
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/ b /  syllables spoken by 3 speakers (2 male and 1 sive) relations for computing the cepstral coeffi- 
female). Recording of these utterances was carried cients from the linear predictor coefficients. The 
out in an ordinary office room. The speech signal quefrency-weighted cepstral coefficients {c~,}, 1 ~< 
was digitised at a sampling rate of 10 kHz by k < ~ M ,  are obtained from the cepstral coefficients 
means of a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter and by using the following relations: 
stored on magnetic t~pe for further processing. A c'  k = kc  k ,  l <~ k <<- M .  
6th order Butterworth type lowpass filter with a 
cutoff frequency of 4 kHz was used to avoid 
aliasing. 

The steady-state part of the vowel segment was 3. Recognition procedure 
manually localized for each of the 900 utterances 
and a 20 ms segment was excised from its centre. The aim here is to classify the M-dimensional 
A 10th order linear prediction analysis was per- vectors (each vector has M (=  10) cepstral coeffi- 
formed and then cepstral coefficients were derived cients as its components) representing the vowel 
from each of these 20 ms segments. The autocorre- segments into ten vowel classes: / i / ,  / I / ,  / e / ,  
lation method of linear prediction ensured the / a ~ / ,  / ^ / ,  / a / ,  / ~ / ,  / o / ,  / U /  and / u / .  
stability of the estimated all-pole filter and hence, This is a standard problem in statistical pattern 
was used here for analy~,;is (with 20 ms Hamming recognition and has been treated exhaustively in 
window and without pre-emphasis t). the literature [9]. In the present paper, the classifi- 

The linear predictor coefficients {ak}, 1 ~< k ~< cation scheme used is the forced decision pattern 
M, of the Mth order inverse filter matching method and is studied using the 

Euclidean distance measure which, for the i th 
M 

A (  z ) = 1 + ~. a k z  - k  class, is given by 

were computed from the Hamming-windowed d, ' -  x - m i ) ' ( x  - mi , 
speech signal {x,, }, 0 ~< n ~< N -  1, (where N is the where x is the test vector and m, the mean vector 
duration of the speech segment) by solving the of the i th class. The superscript t denotes here the 
following set of equations [8]: transpose of the vector. The test vector x is classi- 

M fled here into the ith class if d, < dj for all j =/= i. 
a k R ( l i - -  k[) = - R ( i ) ,  1 <~i << - M ,  The mean vectors for .all the ten vowel classes 

k-~ are computed from the data in the training set by 
where using the following relations: 

~v-i-~ 1 
m, Y. y,j ,  1 10, R(i)= 2 

n=0 j = l  

where N~ is the number of preclassified vectors in The cepstral coefficients {c k}, 1 ~< k ~< M, were 
computed recursively from the linear predictor the ith class and .vii the j th  vector of the ith class. 
coefficients by using the following relations [3]: 

k - I  
1 4. Results ck= -ak-  2 (k-n)c _nan, l 

n=l 
Vowel recognition performance of both the 

Schroeder [7] has recently given direct (nonrecur- cepstral coefficients and the quefrency-weighted 
cepstral coefficients is studied here separately for 

I The linear prediction analysis was carried out here without each of the three speakers. In the present experi- 
pre-emphasis because it has been found that, for the data ment, a speaker specific training was used; i.e., 
used in the present experiment, the pre-emphasis of the both the training and test data were derived from 
speech signal deteriorates the vowel recognition performance. 

the same speaker. 
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In order to estimate the vowel recognition per- Euclidean distance measure used with the cepstral 
formance we had a fixed sample of 300 preclassi- coefficient where the weigths associated with dif- 
fled vectors for each speaker (obtained from 30 ferent coefficients are fixed a priori and are inde- 
repetitions for each of the I0 vowel classes). This pendent of the data in the training set. Now we 
fixed sample can be used, as suggested by Tous- will study the vowel recognition performance of 
saint [10], in a number of ways to estimate the cepstral coefficients with the weighted Euclidean 
recognition performance. The procedure adopted distance measure where the weights are computed 
in the present paper for estimating recognition by statistical methods from the data contained in 
performance employs different training and test the training set. The weighted Euclidean distance 
data sets and is described below. For each vowel measure for the ith class is defined by [11]; 
class, twenty-nine repetitions were used for train- 

M ]1/2 
ing the classifier and the thirtieth repetition for d , =  ~, { w , j ( x j - m i j ) }  2 • 
testing. This procedure of training and testing was 
repeated 30 times and a total of 300 decisions were j= I 
made by the classifier for each speaker, where xj and m,j are the j th  components of the 

In Table 1, we show the vowel recognition per- vectors x and m,, respectively, and wi i is the 
formance (measured in terms of recognition accu- weight associated with the j th  component (or the 
racy) of the cepstral coefficients and the cepstral coefficient) for the i th class and is com- 
quefrency-weighted cepstral coefficients using a puted statistically from the data in the training set 
Euclidean distance measure for each of the three by taking it to be inversely proportional to stan- 
speakers. It can be seen from this table that the dard deviation; i.e., 
quefrency-weighted cepstral coefficients give con- 
sisten~ly better recognition acccuracy than the [ ~ , ~  ] - , / 2  
cepstral coefficients for each of the three speakers, w,k = K, ( Y~jk - m,k )2 , 
This indicates the importance of the quefrency- J=~ 
weighted cepstral coefficients in a vowel recogni- where y,j~. is the k th component of the vector y,j. 
tion task. The proportionality constants K, are determined 

It may be noted that the Euclidean distance from the constraints 
measure employed with quefrency-weighted M 
cepstral coefficients is equivalent to the weighted l'I w,~= 1 

j = l  

Table ! for all the classes (i.e., i = 1, 2 ..... 10). 
Vowel recognition performance for three speakers using the The vowel recognition scores obtained by means 
cepstral coefficients and the quefrency-weighted cepstral coeffi- of thiS statistically weighted Euclidean distance 
cients measure are 95.770, 95.070 and 87.370 for the first, 

second and third speakers, respectively 2. By com- 
Recogntion performance paring these scores with those listed in Table 1, we 
(in 7o) using 

see that the weighted Euclidean distance measure 
cepstral quefrency with statistical weight performs slightly better than 
coefficients weighted that with prefixed quefrency weights. But, the 

cepstral former has the disadvantage that additional corn- 
coefficients putation is required to estimate the weights from 

First male the data in the training set. Also, these training set 

speaker 94.0 95.0 
Second male 
speaker 95.0 96.0 2 The Mahalanobis distance measure with its class-conditional 
Female covariance matrices computed from the data in the training 
speaker 85.3 86.3 set yielded the recognition scores of 97.3%, 97.7% and 86.7% 

for the first, second and third speakers, respectively. 
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